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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OVERTIME VIEWING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

ETSI EN 300 468, Vl.5.1 (2003-05), Digital Video Broadcasting

(DVB); Specification for Service Information (SI) in DVB systems, which

specifies DVB Service Information (SI) metadata tables for use in digital

broadcast. ETSI EN 300 468, Vl.5.1 is hereby incorporated herein by reference.

The following published patents and patent applications are also

believed to reflect the present state of the art:

WO 2007/080564 of NDS Ltd.;

WO 2007/057852 of Koninklije Philips Electronics N.V.;

WO 2006/018825 of NDS Ltd.;

WO 03/034426 of Koninklije Philips Electronics N.V.;

WO 01/47249 of Tivo, Inc.; and

US 6,760,538 to Baumgardner, et al.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

There is thus provided in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention a method for adding overtime to a video recording, the method

including providing a personal video recorder (PVR) operative to record a video

stream, providing a multimedia content item on the video stream, providing

metadata accessible to the PVR, the metadata being associated with the

multimedia content item and including at least a first metadata item and a second

metadata item, recording the multimedia content item at the PVR for a first

amount of time, the first amount of time being indicated by the first metadata item,

continuing to record the multimedia content item after the end of the first amount

of time, for a second amount of time based, at least in part, on at least one

parameter in the second metadata item.

Further in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

the second amount of time is based, at least in part, on a user input from at least

one of an end user and a broadcaster.



Still further in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the multimedia content item includes at least one video component.

Additionally in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the multimedia content item includes at least one audio component.

Moreover in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the multimedia content item includes at least one subtitle component.

Further in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

the multimedia content item includes at least one video component.

Still further in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the first metadata item is associated with the multimedia content item.

Additionally in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the first metadata item includes DVB service information (SI) metadata.

Moreover in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the first metadata item includes an EIT table of the DVB SI metadata.

Further in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

the first metadata item includes at least one of the DVB SI EIT start time field, and

duration field.

Still further in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the first metadata item includes a table included in a proprietary service

information scheme.

Additionally in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the table includes a service information table from one of XSI and XSI-

2.

Moreover in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item is associated with the multimedia content item.

Further in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

the second metadata item includes DVB service information (SI) metadata.

Still further in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item includes an EIT table of the DVB SI metadata.

Additionally in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item includes the DVB SI EIT content descriptor.



Moreover in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item includes at least one of the DVB SI EIT

content descriptor content nibbles level l , content_nibbles_level_2, and at least

one user nibble.

Further in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

the second metadata item includes a table included in a proprietary service

information scheme.

Still further in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the table includes a table from one of XSI and XSI-2.

Additionally in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item includes a private descriptor.

Moreover in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the private descriptor includes a private descriptor in an EIT table of the

DVB SI metadata.

Further in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

the private descriptor includes a private descriptor in a table included in a

proprietary service information scheme.

Still further in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the table includes a table from one of XSI and XSI-2.

Additionally in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item is associated with a service on which the

multimedia content item is associated.

Moreover in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item includes DVB service information (SI)

metadata.

Further in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

the second metadata item includes an EIT table of the DVB SI metadata.

Still further in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item includes the DVB SI SDT service id field.

Additionally in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the second metadata item includes a table included in a proprietary

service information scheme.



Moreover in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention the table includes a table from one of XSI and XSI-2.

There is also provided in accordance with a another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a system for adding overtime to a video

recording, the system including a personal video recorder (PVR) operative to

record a video stream, a multimedia content item on the video stream, metadata

accessible to the PVR, the metadata being associated with the multimedia content

item and including at least a first metadata item and a second metadata item, a

multimedia content recorder included in the PVR operative to record the

multimedia content item for a first amount of time, the first amount of time being

indicated by the first metadata item, the multimedia content recorder being further

operative to continue to record the multimedia content item after the end of the

first amount of time, for a second amount of time based, at least in part, on at least

one parameter in the second metadata item.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be understood and appreciated more fully

from the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the drawings in

which:

Figs. IA and IB are simplified pictorial illustrations of a system for

adding overtime to a video recording constructed and operative in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a simplified block diagram illustration of a PVR in which

the system of Figs. IA and IB may be implemented;

Fig. 3 is a simplified block diagram illustration of one embodiment

of the system of Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is a simplified block diagram illustration of an alternative

embodiment of the system of Fig. 2; and

Fig. 5 is a simplified flowchart of a method of operation of the

system of Fig. 1.

The following Appendices may be helpful in understanding certain

preferred embodiments of the present invention:

Appendix A comprises the table of Content nibble level l and

Content_nibble_level_2 assignments provided in ETSI EN 300 468, V l .5. 1; and

Appendix B comprises an exemplary proprietary

Content nibble level l and Content_nibble_level_2 and User nibbles

assignment, as may be used by a typical broadcaster.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN EMBODIMENT

Reference is now made to Figs. IA and IB, which are simplified

pictorial illustrations of a system for adding overtime to a video recording

constructed and operative in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

In order to explain the elements comprising the system of Figs. IA

and IB, reference is now additionally made to Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a simplified block

diagram illustration of a PVR in which the system of Figs. IA and IB may be

implemented. The system of Figs. IA and IB comprises a personal video recorder

(PVR, also referred to in the art as a digital video recorder (DVR)) 100. The PVR

100 receives multimedia content 110 and content associated metadata. The

content associated metadata comprises a first metadata item 120 and a second

metadata item 130. The PVR 100 comprises a recording mechanism 140. The

recording mechanism 140 comprises a timer 150, the timer being operative to

control, when multimedia content is recorded for a fixed duration, when the fixed

duration terminates. The PVR 100 also comprises a metadata processor 160,

operative to process the content associated metadata received at the PVR 100. The

PVR 100 records the multimedia content to content storage 170.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that multimedia content 110

typically comprises at least one of: a plurality of available video components, a

plurality available audio components, a plurality of available subtitle components,

and a plurality available data components. For example and without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, typical multimedia content may comprise one video

component; two audio components, one in French and one in English; and

subtitles in German, Thai and Finnish.

Returning now to the discussion of Figs IA and IB, the operation of

system of Figs. IA and IB is now discussed. Commercially available PVRs

typically offer multiple methods of recording content. Specifically, a user of the

PVR 100 may opt to record an ongoing or a forthcoming program using one of a

plurality of different types of recording. For example and without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, the following different types of recording are typically

available:



instant recording;

manual recording; and

event recording.

Instant recording is typically used to record a viewed program,

through a procedure which is typically faster than normal event recording (see

below) or manual recording (see below). The user of the PVR 100 can request that

the program he is presently watching is recorded using a procedure faster than

normal event recording or manual recording procedures, and the PVR 100 starts

recording from the instant the user requests the recording. Instant recording is

much faster because it is typically a one-click operation (only a Record key is

pressed).

Manual recording is typically used to record a channel for a given

time-slice, independently of the scheduled events. Manual recording requires

setting parameters such as channel, start time, end-time, and so forth. One

advantage of manual recording is that it is possible to configure the PVR 100 for

periodic recordings (daily, weekly...). The user of the PVR 100 is able to

configure the PVR 100 to record a channel during a given time-slice by manually

entering the scheduling parameters in any application that offers manual recording.

Event recording is typically used to record a program event

presented in an EPG-like application. Event recording automatically schedules the

PVR 100 to record the selected event. Event recording enables the user of the

PVR 100 to record the desired program without entering parameters such as start

time, end-time and channel. Additionally, in event recording, editorial data (such

as title, summary, available audio/subtitle options) related to the event can be

consulted afterwards

Event recording refers to an explicit configuration whereby the PVR

will automatically record a certain content item of a given event type. For

example and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, a user may program

the PVR to automatically record:

every football game broadcast on Sundays;

every basketball game broadcast on a particular channel;

every hockey game; and



a movie broadcast at nine o'clock on Wednesday night on a

favorite movie channel.

In a typical digital broadcast system, DVB System Information (SI),

as specified in ETSI EN 300 468 comprises an Event Information Table (EIT).

Other, non-DVB based systems also comprise metadata tables corresponding to

the DVB SI EIT table or equivalent tables under ATSC or corresponding

proprietary systems. When the user sets an event recording in the PVR, the

recording start time and duration is typically determined by the PVR utilizing the

EIT or EIT-equivalent table.

If for some reason the user wants to extend the recording beyond the

recording time determined by the EIT start time and duration, the PVR platform

must provide an option for the user to set such overtime. Similarly, if the user is

not aware that overtime is needed, but nonetheless, overtime is needed, it is

desirable for the PVR platform to automatically add such overtime. For example

and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, if a football game is being

automatically recorded as an event recording, and the football game goes into

overtime, it is desirable for the PVR to automatically continue recording after the

end of the event duration, as determined by the PVR based on the EIT or EIT-

equivalent table.

In one embodiment of the present invention, the user is provided the

option of setting a global parameter for the PVR platform which automatically

adds default overtime to an event recording.

Referring specifically to Figs. IA and IB, a PVR 180 is shown in

Figs. IA and IB displaying a message 190: "Recording Live". A television 200

shows a football game. In Fig. IA, a clock 210a indicates that the football game

has only 4 seconds remaining until the game goes into overtime; in a typical

broadcast situation, this would correspond to 4 seconds remaining until the end of

the event duration provided in the EIT or EIT-equivalent table.

Fig. IB is depicted as occurring 2 1 seconds after the depiction in

Fig. IA. A clock 210b indicates that the football game has no time remaining until

the game goes into overtime. An on-screen display (OSD) 220 indicates that the



game is in overtime. A second clock, depicted as an overtime clock 230, indicates

that the game is now 17 seconds in overtime.

Reference is now made to Fig. 3, which is a simplified block

diagram illustration of one embodiment of the system of Fig. 2. In the

embodiment of the present invention depicted in Fig. 3, the amount of overtime

automatically added to the event recording is determined based on metadata

comprised in the second metadata item 130. The second metadata item 130

comprises genre associated metadata 310. The genre associated metadata 310 is

utilized as described below.

Reference is now made to Table 1. Table 1 is a description of DVB

SI content descriptor which is embedded in DVB SI EIT tables. The DVB SI

content descriptor is specified in ETSI EN 300 468, Vl. 5.1 (2003-05), page 36.

The specification of EIT and all of its sub-components and tables in ETSI EN 300

468, Vl.5.1 (2003-05), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Specification for

Service Information (SI) in DVB systems , is hereby incorporated herein by

reference.

Table 1: Content descriptor

The mnemonic "uimsbf stands for: unsigned integer, most significant bit first.

In one embodiment of the present invention, a configurable amount

of time is added to event recording time duration on the basis of genre / subgenre

category. Generally the genre / subgenre of a given content item is always known,

because genre / subgenre information is required for displaying the program

category of a content item in a program guide, as is well known in the art.



The genre and subgenre values are specified in a standardized

descriptor entitled content descriptor and embedded in the EIT tables, see Table 1.

Specifically, ETSI EN 300 468, Vl. 5.1 proposes using the values of

the content nibble level l and content_nibble_level_2 to map to specific genre

and subgenre. Reference is now made to Appendix A, which comprises the table

of Content nibble level l and Content_nibble_level_2 assignments provided in

ETSI EN 300 468, Vl. 5.1. Reference is also made to Appendix B, which

comprises an exemplary proprietary Content nibble level l ,

Content_nibble_level_2, User nibble l , and User_nibble_2 assignment to genre

and subgenre, as may be used by a typical broadcaster. Appendices A and B are

provided as examples of methods a broadcaster may use to divide content into

genre and subgenre.

On the basis of at least the genre and subgenre assignment, the PVR

100 automatically continues to record the content item for a default amount of

overtime. Accordingly, when the PVR 100 is programmed to record events

corresponding to a certain genre and subgenre, the PVR 100 automatically adds

the default overtime to the recording value, regardless of any content item duration

defined in a content item associated EIT or EIT-equivalent table.

Reference is now made to Table 2. Table 2 is an example of default

overtimes associated with the exemplary proprietary Content nibble level l ,

Content_nibble_level_2, User nibble l , and User_nibble_2 assignment to genre

and subgenre presented in Appendix B, with an additional column added showing

exemplary amounts of overtime to be added to an event recording for any content

item associated with one of the genres or subgenres mentioned in Table 2.

Table 2



Those skilled in the art will appreciate that at least two alternative

methods for implementing the above-described embodiment of the invention exist.

In a first one of the at least two alternative methods of implementation, the end

user is able to program the PVR 100 to select an amount of overtime to be added

for each genre and subgenre. In a second of the at least two alternative methods of

implementation, the broadcaster determines the amount of overtime to be added

for each genre and subgenre. The broadcaster can broadcast the amount of time in

a private data descriptor, for example and without limiting the generality of the

foregoing, in private data descriptor added to the EIT or the EIT-like table.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4, which is a simplified block

diagram illustration of an alternative embodiment of the system of Fig. 2. In the

embodiment of the present invention depicted in Fig. 4, the amount of overtime

automatically added to the event recording is determined based on metadata

comprised in the second metadata item 130. The second metadata item 130

comprises service associated metadata 410. The service associated metadata 410

is utilized as described below.

As is known in the art, a DVB service (or other appropriate

analogous standards) comprises a sequence of events. Conventionally, a DVB

service is typically known as a television channel. The DVB specification ETSI

EN 300 468, V. 1.5.1, referred to previously, specifies service information (SI).

The DVB SI comprises a Service Description Table (SDT). The SDT comprises a

unique service identifier, the service id field. Thus, each television channel, or

broadcast service is associated with a unique service id field. In the presently

described embodiment of the present invention, the end user is able to configure

the PVR 100 such that any content item recorded on a particular service is to

receive, by virtue of being broadcast on the particular service, the configured

amount of overtime.

It is appreciated that, although not specifically described herein,

appropriate configuration screens are provided with the PVR 100 software, in

order to enable practice of the present invention, as described herein.



Reference is now made to Fig. 5, which is a simplified flowchart of

a method of operation of the system of Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is believed to be self-

explanatory in light of the above discussion.

It is appreciated that software components of the present invention

may, if desired, be implemented in ROM (read only memory) form. The software

components may, generally, be implemented in hardware, if desired, using

conventional techniques.

It is appreciated that various features of the invention which are, for

clarity, described in the contexts of separate embodiments may also be provided in

combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features of the

invention which are, for brevity, described in the context of a single embodiment

may also be provided separately or in any suitable subcombination.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the present

invention is not limited by what has been particularly shown and described

hereinabove. Rather the scope of the invention is defined only by the claims

which follow:



APPENDIX A

The following table is the DVB SI Content nibble level l and

Content_nibble_level_2 assignments provided in ETSI EN 300 468, Vl. 5.1.







APPENDIX B

The following table is an exemplary proprietary

Content nibble level l and Content_nibble_level_2 and User nibbles assignment

to genre and subgenre, as may be used by a typical broadcaster.



What is claimed is:

CLAIMS

1. A method for adding overtime to a video recording, the method

comprising:

providing a personal video recorder (PVR) operative to record a

video stream;

providing a multimedia content item on the video stream;

providing metadata accessible to the PVR, the metadata being

associated with the multimedia content item and including at least a first metadata

item and a second metadata item;

recording the multimedia content item at the PVR for a first amount

of time, the first amount of time being indicated by the first metadata item;

continuing to record the multimedia content item after the end of the

first amount of time, for a second amount of time based, at least in part, on at least

one parameter in the second metadata item.

2. The method according to claim 1 and wherein the second amount of

time is based, at least in part, on a user input from at least one of an end user and a

broadcaster.

3. The method according to either of claim 1 or claim 2 and wherein

the multimedia content item comprises at least one video component.

4. The method according to any of claims 1 - 3 and wherein the

multimedia content item comprises at least one audio component.

5. The method according to any of claims 1 - 4 and wherein the

multimedia content item comprises at least one subtitle component.

6. The method according to any of claims 1 - 5 and wherein the

multimedia content item comprises at least one video component.



7. The method according to any of claims 1 - 6 and wherein the first

metadata item is associated with the multimedia content item.

8. The method according to claim 7, and wherein the first metadata

item comprises DVB service information (SI) metadata.

9. The method according to claim 8, and wherein the first metadata

item comprises an EIT table of the DVB SI metadata.

10. The method according to claim 9, and wherein the first metadata

item comprises at least one of the DVB SI EIT:

start time field; and

duration field.

11. The method according to claim 7, and wherein the first metadata

item comprises a table comprised in a proprietary service information scheme.

12. The method according to claim 11 and wherein the table comprises

a service information table from one of: XSI and XSI-2.

13. The method according to any of claims 1 - 6 and wherein the second

metadata item is associated with the multimedia content item.

14. The method according to claim 13, and wherein the second

metadata item comprises DVB service information (SI) metadata.

15. The method according to claim 14, and wherein the second

metadata item comprises an EIT table of the DVB SI metadata.

16. The method according to claim 15 and wherein the second metadata

item comprises the DVB SI EIT content descriptor.



17. The method according to claim 16 and wherein the second metadata

item comprises at least one of the DVB SI EIT content descriptor:

content nibbles level l ;

content_nibbles_level_2; and

at least one user nibble.

18. The method according to claim 13, and wherein the second

metadata item comprises a table comprised in a proprietary service information

scheme.

19. The method according to claim 18 and wherein the table comprises

a table from one of: XSI and XSI-2.

20. The method according to claim 13 and wherein the second metadata

item comprises a private descriptor.

21. The method according to claim 2 1 and wherein the private

descriptor comprises a private descriptor in an EIT table of the DVB SI metadata.

22. The method according to claim 2 1 and wherein the private

descriptor comprises a private descriptor in a table comprised in a proprietary

service information scheme.

23. The method according to claim 22 and wherein the table comprises

a table from one of: XSI and XSI-2.

24. The method according to any of claims 1 - 6 and wherein the second

metadata item is associated with a service on which the multimedia content item is

associated.



25. The method according to claim 24 and wherein the second metadata

item comprises DVB service information (SI) metadata.

26. The method according to claim 25, and wherein the second

metadata item comprises an EIT table of the DVB SI metadata.

27. The method according to claim 26, and wherein the second

metadata item comprises the DVB SI SDT service id field.

28. The method according to claim 24, and wherein the second

metadata item comprises a table comprised in a proprietary service information

scheme.

29. The method according to claim 28 and wherein the table comprises

a table from one of: XSI and XSI-2.

30. A system for adding overtime to a video recording, the system

comprising:

a personal video recorder (PVR) operative to record a video stream;

a multimedia content item on the video stream;

metadata accessible to the PVR, the metadata being associated with

the multimedia content item and including at least a first metadata item and a

second metadata item;

a multimedia content recorder comprised in the PVR operative to

record the multimedia content item for a first amount of time, the first amount of

time being indicated by the first metadata item;

the multimedia content recorder being further operative to continue

to record the multimedia content item after the end of the first amount of time, for

a second amount of time based, at least in part, on at least one parameter in the

second metadata item.
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